
Marking medical images with 
Natural Language Processing

1. Liver reporting directions 
2. Demo visual expectations



Q1.1 Liver Dataset Categories

Q: How the anomalies could be revealed:

A: Three categories to be study them

1. Liver Contrast
2. Image Segments
3. Visual Matching (Questions, Reports)

Cope with missed data: 

1. Auto total segmentation [video] [tool]
2. Questionnaire training organization 

(PCM-VQA)
3. Chain of thought on these questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGEf0ce2A_w&t=8s
https://totalsegmentator.com/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.10415
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2403.16999


Q1.2 Existed Reporting Schemas

Li-RADS (2021) — provides two templates for reporting liver observations: 

● in a single continuous paragraph 
● in a structured format with keywords and imaging findings.

Concept of completing the report:

1. Align questions with the related report forms.
2. Use separated models for reporting, those that aware of the reporting 

scheme (for example ChatGPT-3.5 aware of Li-RADS)

https://www.acr.org/Clinical-Resources/Reporting-and-Data-Systems/LI-RADS


Q2.1 Existed Open Models Capabilities in MMI

Showcase the comparison on how generalized open models that could be 
enhanced for the task could perform with image captioning out-of-the-box

Model 1. Moondream (1B) — tiniest model for experiments at small scale.

Model 2. LLaMA-1.5B

Findings:

- Existence of brief awareness of medical background from the point of view of 
professionals

- At present models can understand the layout of the image (data clearance)



Q2.1 Existed Proprietary Models Capabilities in MMI

Med-Gemini [advanced-paper]

HIGHLIGHT THE MAIN FEATURES

JohnSnowLab: Visual NLP, Healthcare NLP [list-of-notebooks]

These models are helpful for annotating texts due to the specific NER 
mentions / relations for further seeking options in external medical documents 
(citations)

Findings:

- Inability to modify
- Domain oriented
- Utilized resources:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2405.03162
https://my.johnsnowlabs.com/docs
https://github.com/JohnSnowLabs/spark-nlp-workshop/tree/master/healthcare-nlp


Q2.2 Prospects on combining in demo

Diagram of the whole architecture. 

1. (Maybe add RAG concepts for segmentation, i.e. like separate models shares 
their findings in IR and then using the most relevant we adopt in generation)

2. Mention TotalSegmentation here.

3. Raise the question on the external databases with medical articles (citation 
feature)

Supported interactions:

- Prompting [Image + textual question]
- Chatting [conversation history, reasoning]



Questions

- Maybe something not covered with data concepts?

- With the Liver, can we go further in data rather than questionnaire based on image 
+ text + segments + list of answers? [Novelty Contribution]





Med-GEMINI data details

Information from the following [advanced-paper]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2405.03162


PMC-VQA Paper training details

Takeaway: Authors experiment only with the Radiology Images.



Evaluation

Public benchmarks:

● VQA-RAD
● SLAKE



Domain-oriented open systems

Non-officially fine-tuned LLaMA and CLIP:

- PMC-LLaMA & PMC-CLIP (MedViNT tuning)



Why we have to have our data

Initially it is better to go with the public benchmarks (better work recognition).

Report assessment

- Existed studies are mainly focused on VQA which is subpart of the REPORT.
- Report-level evaluation (liver for example)
- Decompose reports into series of more complex VQA questions -> 
- CoT: Propose more complicated training data generation process rather than in 

PMC-VQA, which involves report decomposition into VQA questions 
(chain-of-questions) that are necessary for reporting.


